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Administrative Reminders
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� Submit questions and feedback via the  ? button on 
the dark blue bar at the bottom of this window.

� Access handouts using the Course Materials tab on the 
light blue bar across the top of this window.

� Verify your attendance for CLE via a time tracker that 
will pop up every six minutes.

� Request CLE credit at the end of the program by clicking 
the Request Credit button in the upper right corner of 
this window.
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Today’s Agenda

� False Advertising Disputes and Introduction to NAD

� Issues in Claim Substantiation and Recent Cases 
at NAD 

� Use of Survey Evidence at NAD

� Navigating the NAD Process

� Questions
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Types of Statements that May Give Rise to 
False Advertising Liability
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� Advertisements and promotional materials

� Product names and slogans

� Corporate press releases

� Training materials and scripts provided to sales 
associates

� Statements posted by corporate employees on Internet 
message boards

� Statements made by street team members and bloggers 
who are promoting a company’s product at the company’s 
request



Consequences of False Advertising

� Network refuses to run advertisement

� Court declares advertisement false and orders 
company to immediately cease any further 
distribution

� Fines paid to FTC and state Attorneys General

� Damages in competitive lawsuits

� Settlements/damages in consumer class 
actions
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Enforcement of Laws Against False 
Advertising
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� The FTC and other federal agencies

� State Attorneys General

� Competitors, through lawsuits under federal and state law (such 
as the Lanham Act and state consumer protection laws)

� TV Networks, through their Broadcast Standards Departments

� Consumers, through individual suits and class actions under 
federal and state law

� And…  self-regulatory programs



Self-Regulation of the 
Advertising Industry

NAD
National Advertising 

Division
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CARU
Children’s Advertising 

Review Unit

Online Interest-
Based 

Accountability 
Program (with DAA) 

ERSP
Electronic Retailing Self-

Regulation Program

NARB

National Advertising 
Review Board
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Self-Regulatory Governance

The Board of the Advertising Self-Regulatory 
Council is composed of representatives from: 
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NAD (National Advertising Division)
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� Created in 1971 

� Industry funded 

� Voluntary dispute resolution 
� Between competitors 
� Consumer complaints 
� NAD-initiated proceedings 

� Some unresolved cases are referred to the 
FTC



Competitive Challenge Options: Court

� Harder to prove false advertising
� Survey required to prove implied claims
� Challenger must prove claim is false

� Broader remedies
� Preliminary injunction possible in 4 to 6 weeks, maybe less
� Monetary damages, corrective advertising, and disgorgement of 

profits
� Attorney’s fees and costs

� Greater publicity, risk and expense
� Proceedings are public from day complaint is filed
� Counterclaims permitted
� Discovery permitted
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Competitive Challenge Options: NAD

� Easier to prove false advertising
� NAD free to discern implied messages, even without survey
� Advertiser must demonstrate claim is adequately substantiated

� Limited remedies
� 4 to 6 months for decision
� Sole remedy is NAD recommendation, although threat of FTC referral 

creates strong incentive for compliance
� Each side bears its own costs

� Less publicity, risk and expense
� Proceedings are confidential until NAD publishes decision
� Counterclaims not permitted
� No discovery permitted and parties retain discretion as to what 

materials they submit
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Issues in Claim Substantiation
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An Advertiser Must Substantiate All Claims

� Advertiser must be able to “substantiate” all 
claims communicated by an advertisement.

� Claims may be expressly stated or implied.
� Intent to deceive is irrelevant – even an 

unintended claim requires substantiation if the 
claim is being communicated to a significant 
percentage of reasonable consumers.

� Consumer surveys are often used to demonstrate 
what claims are being implied by advertisements.
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Substantiation:  General Rules

� General rule is that advertiser must have a 
“reasonable basis” for each claim 
communicated by its advertisement.

� Substantiation must exist prior to dissemination 
of the claim.

� What is the express claim?

� What are the implied claims?

� Is there a good fit?
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Issues in Claim Substantiation

� Implied Claims

� Product Testing

� Health Claims

� Product Disparagement

� Consumer Relevance

� Green Claims

� Use of Disclosures

� Social Media and Digital Media
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Literally Truthful but Misleading?

Sunny Delight Beverage Co (Fruit 2O Essentials), NAD Case 
#5182 (May 2010).
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Literally Truthful but Misleading?
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Implied Claims: Verizon Smartphone Internet 
Ad

Verizon Wireless, Inc. (Verizon 4G LTE Smartphones), 
NAD Case #5411 (Feb. 2008).
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Implied Claims: Verizon Smartphone Internet 
Ad

� Advertiser’s position:  Verizon’s 4G LTE network transmits data to 
and from Verizon cellphones and other mobile devices at speeds that 
are twice as fast as those available from AT&T’s network, which 
challenger admitted was true.

� Challenger’s position:  Claim also communicates that the internal 
processor speed of Verizon’s 4G LTE smartphones is twice as fast, 
which advertiser admitted was false.

� Decision: Advertisement could reasonably communicate that 
smartphones operate twice as fast.

Verizon Wireless, Inc. (Verizon 4G LTE Smartphones), 
NAD Case #5411 (Feb. 2008).
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NAD and Health-related Claims

� “Smooth dark chocolate covered real fruit juice pie ces.”

� “Natural Source of Flavanol Antioxidants”

The Hershey Company, NAD Case #5688 (2014).
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Product Disparagement

LaLa USA (La Crème), NAD Case # 5359
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Puffery

“…a seller's privilege to lie his 
head off, so long as he says 
nothing specific, on the 
theory that no reasonable 
man would believe him, or 
that no reasonable man would 
be influenced by such talk." 

Prosser and Keeton on the Law of 
Torts§ 109, at 757 (5th ed. 1984).
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Sensory Claims

The Sherwin-Williams Company (Dutch Boy Refresh Paint, Inc.), Case #5148 (March 
2010), NARB Panel Report #165 (November 2010).

What is the message reasonably 
conveyed by claims that Refresh 
paint “eliminates household odors” 
and has “odor eliminating 
technology”?
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� “Helps control everyday 
garbage odors”

� “Reduce the odors 
associated with everyday 
household trash”

Sensory Claims

Pactiv Corporation (Hefty OdorBlock Trash Bags),
NAD Case  #5105 (November 2009).
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Claim Substantiation with a Body of 
Evidence

� Reasonable Basis

� Pfizer Factors

– Type of product
– Type of claim
– Benefits of the claim if it is true
– Consequences if the claim is false
– Ease and cost of developing substantiation
– Level of substantiation experts in the field would agree is

reasonable

� Industry Standard or Expert Consensus

� Consumer Relevance
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Issues in Claim Support
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� Laboratory Testing?

� Descriptive Panels?

� Consumer Testing?

� Is there an industry standardized test?

� Is the methodology sound?

� Did the study test the actual products at issue?

� Can a correlation be drawn between the test results and the 
challenged claims?

� Is the test consumer relevant?



Green Claims

TransFair USA (Fair Trade Certified Ingredients Seal), NAD Case 
#5337 (2011).
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B2B Advertising

“The organic additive 
that renders plastic 
products 
biodegradable”

Ecologic, NAD Case # 5388 
(2011).
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Disclosures

Cover Girl, NAD Case Report 
# 5400 (2011).
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Native Advertising 
and Social Media

� A magazine article 
under a “News” 
heading that 
promotes a 
product.

� No disclosure 
about who created 
the article.
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Use of Survey Evidence at NAD
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Perception Surveys – Overview

�Used to test implied claims

�Not required at NAD since NAD 
considers itself expert on implied claims

� Important to conform to NAD guidance 
for any survey submitted to NAD

� Internet surveys commonly used and 
accepted
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Perception Surveys – Basic Methodology

� Two survey groups or “cells”:  
� One sees actual advertisement

� One sees “control” version of the advertisement that 
removes or corrects most misleading parts of 
advertisement

� Both survey cells are asked the same series of 
questions that progress from open-ended to 
close-ended

� 20% or more difference between responses in 
survey and control cells on critical question(s) 
demonstrates “confusion”
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Perception Surveys – Best Practices

� Hire a survey expert who is already familiar 
with NAD and court standards for surveys

� Pick advertisement(s) to survey that best 
represent(s) offending campaign

� Make sure that the test and control 
commercials are legible, and that control 
commercial is realistic

� Make sure you understand and take into 
account the advertiser’s position as to what 
the advertisement communicates
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Navigating the NAD Process
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How The Process Works
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� Complaint letter written by the “challenger”
� Identify the advertising and set forth why claims are false 

or misleading
� Include relevant evidence such as product testing or 

evidence of consumer perception

� Two Rounds of Evidentiary Submissions

� Meetings with NAD

� NAD decision



Split Decision?
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The NARB Appeal

� Advertiser – Automatic right 
of appeal

� Challenger – Must request 
review by NARB

The Panel:
� One “public” member
� One “advertising agency” 

member
� Three “advertiser” members
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What happens when companies don’t 
comply?
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Best Practices Before NAD

� Tell the “story” of your Evidence

� Distinguish Between Market Research and Claim 
Substantiation Evidence

� Justify your Testing Choices

� Utilize Confidentiality Provisions Judiciously 

� Take Advantage of the Meeting with NAD



Questions?

� Ken Florin
212.407.4966
kflorin@loeb.com

� Tom Jirgal
312.464.3150
tjirgal@loeb.com

� David Mallen
212.407.4286
dmallen@loeb.com


